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Creating a Life Together is the only resource available that provides step-by-step practical
information distilled from numerous firsthand sources on how to establish an intentional community.
It deals in depth with structural, interpersonal and leadership issues, decision-making methods,
vision statements, and the development of a legal structure, as well as profiling well-established
model communities. This exhaustive guide includes excellent sample documents among its wealth
of resources.Diana Leafe Christian is the editor of Communities magazine and has contributed to
Body & Soul, Yoga Journal, and Shamanâ€™s Drum, among others. She is a popular public
speaker and workshop leader on forming intentional communities, and has been interviewed about
the subject on NPR. She is a member of an intentional community in North Carolina.
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Note: Even for those who aren't interested in living in "intentional communities," there's great
guidance in this book that is relevant to forming a nonpfrofit housing community.Christian candidly
explains the many ways that a group of people choosing to live as interdependent residents,
whether of just one house or several houses on commonly held land, both complicates and
facilitates adjusting to the inevitable quirky expectations, needs and requirements of different, even
if simpatico, individuals. Although Creating a Life Together is intended for those who want to start
something more like a modern-day commune, some of which qualify as ecovillages, the points and
principles in this book are relevant to sharing one residence or living in separate dwellings but

making a commitment to share co-owned land with multiple homes. Either way, you're sharing your
day-to-day lives as an extended family bonded by choice, not by blood.Only 10%
succeedChristian's guidance and opinions are based on many years of living in intentional
communities and serving as editor of Communities magazine. She starts with describing what the
10% of communities that succeed have and in common and what tends to make the other 90% fail,
over before they truly get started.Then she explains how and where to start and what steps to take
in what order - and that is not jumping right into looking for the ideal land or property, despite how
tempting that is when you're full of dreams and enthusiasm.
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